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The Anacrusis is a four-player, cooperative first-person shooter set aboard a massive starship stranded at the edge of explored space. Team up with your friends in an infinitely-replayable fight against alien hordes to unlock perks, weapons, and new ways to play that you can share with your team! In Stranded 2,you suddenly find yourself alone and lost on a
desert island without any supplies. The challenge is to survive another day by finding food, shelter, and even a few weapons. But this game goes beyond mere survival, as you'll be learning how to tame wild animals and go on quests to find hidden treasures! In Stranded 2 you suddenly find yourself alone and lost on a desert island without any supplies. The
challenge is to survive another day by finding food, shelter, and even a few weapons. But this game goes beyond mere survival, as you'll be learning how to tame wild animals and go on quests to find hidden treasures! You have crash landed on the hostile, jungle, infested world of krydon. You and 0-3 other SCVs are the only survivors of the crash. You must
gather resources, explore & find abandoned structures to survive Zerg attack waves at night & find a way to escape or Conquer Krydon! Stranded on Krydon Renewed is a renewed version of the original Stranded on Krydon created by Nagnazul. Because I really like Stranded on krydon I decided to create my own. While stranded on the island, you meet Acolyte
Ersa, the main antagonist of Stranded, a character who will very quickly develop some hate for you. It is in this moment that you will play an important role in the conflict between the Sixth Andarien Guild, the Wolfhunter Guild and the Thieves Guild. To the West, you will find the City of Netch. East you can see the jungle of Volia. If you can explore well enough,
there are some places you can even go underwater!
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